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scent, chrysanthemums have an evolutionary advantage over most other plants by attracting pollinators to their flowers. The flowers use iron to produce a chemical called indole that attracts the insects, which in turn distribute the seeds of the plant. Chemists at Columbia University have deciphered the mechanism that allows the chrysanthemum to generate

indole, paving the way to control this mechanism to create more powerful but less obnoxious pollinators-based pest management. "We've discovered the role of iron in controlling the formation of indole in chrysanthemums," said Xiaowei Zhao, an assistant professor of Chemistry at Columbia University, and first author of a paper published April 15 in Nature
Communications. Zhao and her team found that the hormone jasmonate in chrysanthemums controls the production of indole by regulating the expression of a gene that codes for a protein called 4CL, which converts iron into a volatile compound. An enzyme called chloroplastic copper amine oxidase cuts this protein into two separate amino acid chains that

then form indole, the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics explains. "By regulating the formation of the indole, jasmonate controls whether the bee can smell the flower and whether the bee will visit the flower and deposit pollen," Zhao said. The flowers absorb more iron from the soil when they sense that their pollen and nectar are being taken by the
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